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-I H T H 0 D UC T I 0 H- 

'Teaning and scope of subject--Essence 
of the Ancieiit drama--Bssence of the 
Snakespearian Drama--General conditions 
previous to the Age of Leasing. 

- -o — 

To understand and fully appreciate the work 

of any struggling soul, of any artist, great or small, 

it is necessary that v*e, to a certain extent, place 

ourselves in tne sane milieu with tne creator, "be¬ 

come conscious of nis inner aims, nis external limi¬ 

tations, as by this consciousness we become aule to 

live ourselves into nis world and genius, thereby 

viewing the object of his creation as he hinself 

views it. 

Tnis is especially true in tne case of the 

literary genius, whose art is, after all, so depen¬ 

dent uoon tne spirit of the times in whicn ne lives, 

nence, a study of the dramatists of tne great classic 

and recent periods in German Literature would neces¬ 

sitate a consideration of the successive social forces 

present in the intellectual life of tne nation. (See 

Kuno Francke—Social Forces.) Lessing’s critical 

writings are not so important to->day as -they were 

in his age, wnen German culture needed an austere 

e,uide--a reconstructor. Searching for tne cause of 

this need/ we are lead as far back as the He forma¬ 

tion—the culmination of the revolt against mediae¬ 

val society, tne dawn of "the spirit of self-asser¬ 

tion, of observation and introspection." Tne Refor¬ 

mation, beginning with the hope of popular freedom, 

with the "restoration of national unity and great¬ 

ness in sight," ended by estuoiisning nore firmly than 

ever the "absolutisi, religious as well as political, 

of the territorial princes." Tne Nation beerme divided 
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not united. (South-Catholic, Hor tn- -Pro tes tant ). 

Literature and society were degraded. The influence 

of the Renaissance did not pass by direct paths into 

the spirit of Germany as it aid in other nations. Tne 

Tuirty jfear^ s ,'/ar devastated uermany and stopped all 

literary activity. Yet at the time, when public life 

is dead, a movement is felt, havin^ for its basis the 

"reorganisation of the national body througn regen¬ 

eration of tne individual mind"—the struggle lor the 

co apleteness of individuality. It is that cultiva¬ 

tion of tne inner self for wnich Kant, Goetne, .vagner, 

poured forth their souls in literature. Confronted 

by all kinds of barriers, denied a participation 

in public affairs, indignant at conditions, yet power¬ 

less to cnange the state of affairs, tne individual 

sought refuge witiiin nimself, lived in introspective 

contemplation, continuing the flame of individualism 

and independence kindled during the Reformation. As 

a result, this intensifying of tne inner life found 

expression in tne production of differentiated and 

independent thinkers heralding the dawn of new cur¬ 

rents which are to set in notion tne stagnated cul¬ 

ture and life of the first half of tne Eighteenth 

Century Germany, at the same time making possible the 

great literary revival known as the "Classic Age of 

Germany." Pietism, and Rationalism, Sentimentalism 

and Storm and Stress, Classicism, Romanticism," and 

naturalism may be mentioned as some of tne principle 

"veins" wnich nave nourisned the German drama from 

stagnation to a living, active force, not only of 

national importance, out of universal significance as 

well. 

This leads us to the question; 13 there a 

national German drama? If so, what has produced it? 

Before proceeding farther, it will be necessary to 

know just wnat is meant by the word "national." In 

a narrow sense, tne national German drama may be de¬ 

fined as a drama wnicn nu3 for suDject matter, or 
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content, exclusively German traits, hrom tiiis view 

point, Lessing’s "'rinna von Barniielm," Kleist's 

"Kaetkenen von Ileilbronn," "Jenmannsschlacnt, " "Prins 

von homburg" and Jagner's Veistersin^er" are national 

German dramas. 

A national German drama, nowever, in a wider, 

and far more important sense may be defined as a 

drama which, though influenced by foreign literature, 

still represents in the composition of its individ¬ 

ual trait3 an independent art, just as for exanple, 

the court epic, thoufh coming from the Troubadour, is 

strictly German in its characteristics. 

The German drama, tnus conceived, is a com¬ 

position of German and foreign traits. Of all those 

foreign forces which have been amalgamated with the 

German temperament, tne influence of Shakespeare and 

of tne ancients is most discernible. "?or this reason 

we may think of the national German drama a3 a synthe¬ 

sis, *or combination, of tne German, Shakespearian and 

the Ancient (Sophocles) traits. 

We thus have a synthesis of character and 

action. While in Shakespeare we seem to have charac¬ 

ter predominating, in ophocles, representative of the 

antique drama, we find action predominating. Shake¬ 

speare first conceives a character, tnen creates nis 

milieu and groups the action around nim. In tne an¬ 

cient drama, (Sophocles) character is s-.bordinated to 

action, the plot bein^, conceived first, tne characters 

serving to develop same. 

Tne very nature of the subject matter of the 

Greek drama (mytnolOty ) enables the action to proceed 

in rapid, concentrated simplicity, for its material 

is a mythology depicting a heroic afoe of extreme sim¬ 

plicity and marvelous incidents. Tne essence of tnis 

representation is its ideality, or tne elevation of 

things to a higher sphere, humanity in Greek tragedy 

is on a higher pedestal than mat to .mien man is in 
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reality subjected, and yet tne idea incomes corpo¬ 

real, It is the Ancients who nave succeeded most 

perfectly in combining tne ideal with the real, fixing 

all on the external basis of moral freedom. Tne two 

joies of the tragic world are inward liberty (free¬ 

dom of action) and external necessity. The conflict 

of these two forms the tragedy. Gods, heroes, raen-- 

all become the servants of destiny and engage in the 

struggles with fate. A distinguishing element in the 

Greek drama is the chorus, which acts as the spokes¬ 

man of tne whole human race, giving a personified 

interpretation and reflection of the action of the 

drama, tempering scenes of excessive emotion, and 

transplanting the spectator into a region of lyrical 

and musical contemplation. We may call it tne ideal 

spectator. 

Tne ancients strove for ueauty, poise and 

proportion in a pure form. The height of their civi¬ 

lization is coincident witn Sophocles, in wxiom Greek 

tragedy reached i t,s climax. \nakespeare occupies a 

similar position in English literature, and in nim the 

English theatre has its founder and complete master 

of the romantic. Shakespeare is the climax of Roman¬ 

ticism in England. 

With the ancients; art and poetry austeieLy 

separate dissimilar things, emphasizing natural sim¬ 

plicity and directness. The romantic, on the other 

hand, links everything into indissoluble mixtures 

which necessitate complexity of action, thought and 

feeling. Its sphere is the world and all the rela¬ 

tions therein. The lost vivid contrasts exist side 

by side; nature and art, poetry and prose, serious¬ 

ness and mirth, recollection and anticipation, life 

and deatxx. (See A. W. Schl^gel— Dramatic Art). 

In Shakespeare, humanity in all its diversity 

finds its most complete and masterful representation. 

His proveroial vision and talent for cxiaracterization. 

have rendered hi^ master of tne n «maxi neart. Passion 
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in its totality--every mental condition and disease, 

from passive calmness to melancholy, delirium and 

lunacy are displayed witn psychologic deptn and in- 

. lividuality. Tne consistency of nis characters, the 

heart-rending patnos, co^ic wit, dramatic irony (play 

upon words, character and action), the "beauty of 

description, the extensiveness of nis drama--these are 

some of the great elements of Shakespeare. His lan¬ 

guage is orief, vigorous, diverse in tone an. color, 

enabling each cnaracter to b< placed in its own world, 

’■.here it reflects tne genius of its creator, 

Tne principle of the antique poetry (Sopno- 

cles) i-; ideal, intensive, and subjects space and time 

to tne internal free-agency of tne mind; tne principle 

of tne romantique (Shakespeare) is mystical, exten¬ 

sive, and treats "time and space as supernatural po¬ 

wers, in which there is somewhat of an indwelling 

divinity." (See A. rf. Schlegel, Dramatic Art). 

Sopnocles and Shakespeare have been imitated 

by other nations oecause tney are tne two highest 

representatives of the drama and mark tne climax of 

their respective civilizations. In Germany, tne an¬ 

cients and Shakespeare have wielded a creat influence. 

In our study of the attempts at tne creation of a 

national German drama, the works of five men,-Lessing, 

Schiller, Kleist, IIÉbbel and T,'abner, are representa¬ 

tives of the dramatic genius of Germany. 

In studying, these dramatists, I snail take 

tnera chronolo*.ically (as named above) rather tnan 

group them accordinfc to the two interpretations of 

"national" given auove. Unless otherwise stateu, the 

word "national" will be considered in its broader 

meaning; tae drama resulting from tae contrast of 

German literature with tnat of foreign influence, 

yet preserving a distinctly German 3tanp. 

The pitiful condition of the theatre in Ger¬ 

many in the seventeentxi and in tne oe^iniing of the 
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ei^uteentn century stands in wonderful contrast to 

that of tne German tiieati'e to—day, wnicii is one of 

the aost active forces in tne intellectual life of the 

nation. What Germany needed at that time was a com- 

oetent leader, some constructive nind, vno not only 

felt v/ithin ninself tnose elements of highest lib¬ 

eralism and loftiest idealism, but who, at the same 

time, could make them be felt and accepted by the 

nation 
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Lessing--Gotthold Ephraim 

(1729—1731) 

Such a reformative genius was given to Ger¬ 

many in 1729 in the person of Gotthold Ephraim mes¬ 

sing, the ’’master builder of modern German literature." 

Lessing directed his critical genius toward reform, 

and his services to German Literature are indeed very 

threat and epoch making, even though nis new ideas were 

at first contested. 

In his critical and theoretical writings, 

Lessing gives nis views of life and art in simple di¬ 

rect language, which,though often bitter, aims at the 

core of an evil in the eifort to establish some great 

truth, even if such can be done only by reasonably 

attacking the principles of others. 

At the same time forming the foundations of 

modern criticisms, Lessing’s critical works rendered 

a much greater service to nis own age. It is true 

that sucn works are not so important to us to-day as 

pieces of literature, because the forces which called 

them forth are no longer existing; influence has out¬ 

lived the work. 

Of these critical works the most important 

are "Briefe die neueste Litteratur betreffend, " 

"Laokoon" and "die Hamburgische Dramaturgie." 

Up to the time of Lessing, the theories of 

Opitz and Gottsched were the ruling forces in the 

prevailing literary world of the seventeenth and the 

first decades of the eighteenth century. There was 

no national elements in German literature. Even 
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Frederick the Great, advocate of intellectual pro¬ 

gress, was entirely unger iian in nind, preferring 

any other literature to that of nis country. Pseudo¬ 

classicism reigned. Optiz in the seventeenth, and 

Gottscned in the eighteentn century nad succeeded in 

producing an a^e of artificiality, in which litera¬ 

ture "became a means of win ling the favor of the great, 

ratner than an art in itself. Formalism, the cut 

and dried imitation of the French, with no attempt 

at originality, was the aim of those engaged in lit¬ 

erary pursuit. Elegance and regularity, the meaning¬ 

less rnetoricax diction, copied influence of authors 

foreign and unsuited to the German tenperament-- 

this is wnat Lessing sou^pit to banisn,--and in order 

to do tnis, it was necessary to destroy the cause-- 

Gottscned's SCJIOOI. Hence Lessing begins nis reform 

movement toy attacking GottscnediauLsm. His "Briefe 

die neueste Litteratur betreffend," (1759--oQ), give 

a severe criticism of Cottscu.ed--aiming to overthrow 

pseudo-classicism (false imitation of the classics), 

pleading for a natural literature capaole of being 

understood and appreciated not, only by scnolars, but 

by "the people"--who neretofore nad not been consid¬ 

ered. In thi8 criticism, Shakespeare is held as a 

model, far superior to the Frencn Racine and Corneille. 

(f--Erich cchnidt, Lessing L, 410 ff.) Lessing, 

however, was not necessarily attacking tne French 

literature^but its slavisn imitation in Germany. He 

himself, was influenced oy Frencn writers (Diderot, 

E. Scumidt 11, 41 ff, 102--113 f). 

In tnese "Briefe,'* edited in collaooration 

with Frederich Licolai and oses "tendelssonn, uot- 

tscned received ms xeath blow, even tnougn he xiad 

rendered some worthy services to Germany. After the 

publication of this and tne "HamDur^iscue Dramaturgie" 
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( 1767)--Gottscnedianism and Frencn influence were 

banisned from Germany, and Shakespeare became tne 

recognized model. 

between the "Briefe" (I7a9—ob) and tne 

"Hamburgische Dramaturgie" (17ü7--U7U3)--apseared 

the "xiaokoon" (1766) wnicn established the laws and 

confines of poetic and sculptural art for all ages, 

at tne same time discovering tne real beauty and 
* 

greatness of classic antiquity. (See 3. scnraidt, 

Lessing, page 498). 

I?or the theatre, tne "Hamuurgiscue Drama¬ 

turgie," however, was most SY/eeping in influence. In 

April, 17o7, Lessint- left Berlin for üomburg^ whitka r 

ne was called Dy the dramaturgie critic and adviser, 

here he beean ni*> criticisms of tne plays produced 

by dealing with the fundamental orincioieg 0f dram¬ 

atic art and acting, giving special attention to the 

actor and nis mission, his qualificatio -s, gestic¬ 

ulations, composure and delivery. However, he was 

later forced to mange his criticisms from the actor 

himself to more general tnemes. 

Just as "Laokoon" emancipated ooetry and 

seuloture from pseudo-classicism, interpreting tne 

true mission of poet, painter and sculptor, BO tne 

"Hamburgisene Dramaturgie" played a similar r$le in 

the dramatic worl i. Lessing 30ut ht to emancipate 

the German drama from false standards and convention¬ 

alism. The German drama was one of ii itation, of 

inferior copies from Frencn models, adnering to three 

unities. Lessing's hazardous attacks in the effort 

to overturow the usurption of Frencu taste and the 

Alexandrine in the drama were so successful that 

soon after the appearance of his "Dramaturgie",, 

translations of u’rencn tragédieand German produc¬ 

tions modeled after tnem^ disappeared fom the German 
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state. Giving a death blow to tne Jrencn influence, 

Lessing leads the age to Zu. kespeare and to the 

Greek drana. Aristotle’s teecuing gave tne standard 

of tragic poetry. Hacine, Corneille, Voltaire, 

says Lessing, had pretended to he bis followers, hut 

v.-ere lead astray hy tneir own misconceptions. All 

eyes were turned to the ge; tness of the Greek drama 

and to Shakespeare, because these were recognized as 

tne most complete forms of the drama. Anotner cause 

for Lessing’B going hack to Snakespeare lies in tne 

fact tnat ohakespeare himself represents Teutonic 

civilization. 

Lessing pleads for a return to tne natural, 

spontaneous in life. L. 'lan nt ture must De expressed 

in co îpleteness PI its neifcnt. Tne tnou^nt, cannot, 

therefore ue imprisoned by tne three unities. Also 

tne stiff Alexandrine was pronounced utterly umit 

for tne German language, and Lessing higiself re¬ 

sorted to close as a relief from txie prevailing 

stilted verse. 

True to nis tneory that a drama snould be a 

mirror of n man life, (Dramaturgie, piece 21, page 

283 Lohn Lib.), Lessing, in "I/iss Sara Sampson" 

(I7b5) takes, for tne first time in German Litera¬ 

ture, common people for a tneme. Tnis was indeed, 

an epoch making production for the German state, 

usnering in the drama of common life, wnicn we find 

reigning in the works of Cerhsrt rlauptrnann, the 

conpletest representative of the strongest tendencies 

in German literature of to-day. 

Speaking of "Ilis3 Sara Sampson," Stahr says, 

"It was the eLg of Columbus for German dramatic art. 

-3y introducing prose, and oy basing this first great 

success of tne German drama on the strongest feeling 

in Cerman national life, the family relation, he 
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directed the actor to uhe reaxistic expression of 

emotion." It occupied a place in history, si ilar 

in importance to that of Klopstock’s "^essias". 

Though imperfect in itseli, it upset all pseudo¬ 

classic theories as to hov, to write a drana—dealing 

navoc to Gottschedianism. Tne milieu is English. 

Here, the influence of Smollet and fielding may be 

noted. Outline and form mi^ht hove been suggested 

by George Lillo’s "lierchant of London” (i.731) wnile 

the heroine is similar to Ricnardson’s "Clarissa" 

(1740) (Analysis, see E. Scnpiidt, prte 277). Though 

lachrymose in style and soon out of date, it is 

important as a forerunner of tne drama of common 

vork3--of the social pro clem plays, wnicn are oc¬ 

cupying such an important place on the sta^e to-day. 

If Klopstock, in nis "Eessias," "sounded tnat 

nornin& call of joyous idealism and exalted individ¬ 

ualism," giving to Germany love, friendship, relig¬ 

ion, awakening, at tne 3ame time, the first spark of 

national consciousness, it remained tne task of nes- 

sing to keep tne sparks smouldering and snow the 

German the Fatherland whicu he, as an individual, 

might help to make nis own. T-is is tne note which 

Lessinfc sounds in "Trinna von 7aru-i.elm, " a drama ex¬ 

clusively eerman in suoject matter and therefore 
' > 

\ 

national in the narrower sense of the word. 

^easing* s "Ilinna von larnnelm, " (17O7) gives 

us one first truly German characters of the mouern 

German stage——realiStic, individualized Germans of 

1767, wnose n; mes are not French, or English, but 

German, wnose world is Lerlin anu tne German Father- 

land, Whose conflicts, love and nonor, _urn deeply 

into the neart of every Cerman. Generally recognised 

as the uest German comedy, it3 excellence of psycno- 

logical workmanship is unequalled to-day. "True to 
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the technical laws which its author hud outlined so 

well as underlying all ararnatic work'* -, "national 

to the core, it gives a true picture of German life 

and character, dealing with facts and conceptions of 

its time, and portraying events in the Seven Years’ 

War with taxe writer's greatest xxistorical contemporary 

Frederick the Great, looming up in the bacx^round-- 

it narks a new era in Geman dramatic literature,— 

an era free fom the outworn conventional forms of 

foreign influence. (Richard Ilochdoerfer, Studies 

in Ger. Literature.) A poetical pamphlet in itself, 

preaching the great love for Fatherland over pro¬ 

vincial love, it exerted an e lomous influence in 

Germany, calling forth that feeling of worship for 

Fatnerland which, in the end, made made provincial 

prejudice give way to national interests, thereby 

ushering in anew, and nourishing tne little spark 

of national consciousness first started by Klop- 

atock’ s "'"'essias" into a flane of active idealism 

and com on love, which becomes real in tne unity and 

consoiidation of the cerman States into a nation, 

held togetner by the same emotions of love, nonor, 

loyalty and duty portrayed in the character oi 

"'ajor Tellheim,--the hero of the drama. 

^essing here gives us a picture of the time 

following the Seven Years’ War. He endeavored to 

reconcile Saxony and Prussia, vi.ose relations were 

so embittered during the v;ar. The fact that Jinna, 

in her womanly giace and genuine love, can leave 

her own none and seek her lover in .Berlin, forget¬ 

ting tne provincial grievances, loving Tellheim for 

his worthy character, nelcs to ameliorate the Prus¬ 

sian dislike, wixile the vigorous manliness, stern 

sense of duty, ana generosity of Tellneim has a 

similar effect upon tne Saxon. 
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"Minna" was recei ved with enthusiasm in noth 

Leipzig and 'Berlin, where it lead public sentiment to 

a common theme- love for the Fatherland - at the same 

time becoming one of the most active, if not the most 

active force in the struggle for that deep founded 

evaluation of national or collective consciousness and 
# 

responsibility which lead to the foundation of the 

German ï'mpire. (1871) 

The conflict of the drama brings ou£ the es¬ 

sentially German elements of the characters, as well as 

of the subject matter, and its presentation, The 

psychology centers around the conflict between love and 

duty. 

Major fellheim, ambitious, rich, occupying a 

post of honor in the Prussian army, stationed in baxony 

for a winter, becomes engaged to Minna von Barnhelm, a 

baxon woman deserving of an "irreproachable husband," 
before. 

Dferm-g the War andAhis misfortune, Tellheim thought him¬ 

self worthy of Minna’s love. But at the time the play 

opens, he has renounced all claims to her. His honor 

has been wounded and his manliness will not let him 

offer himself to a woman like hinna. Therefore, he 

tries to forget her, does not communicate with her and 

takes refuge in Berlin where Minna, having come in 

search *of him, finds him and expresses her former love 

and fidelity, determined to convince Telineim that he 

is still worthy of her love. At the conclusion of the 

peace of 1763^ Tellheim .was discharged because many of¬ 

ficers then became unnecessary. He calls himself a 

cripple because his right arm has been lamed by a shot 

received during the war. But the thing that is of im¬ 

portance to Tellheim is the fact that his honor has 

been wounded. He is suspected of having falsely claimed 

a note of two thousand pistoles, which sum he really did 
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advance to Saxony curing the War, preferring to do this 

rather than collect it from the poor people. 

We see in Tellheim the Prussian soldier of his 

day, full of that military sense of honor, duty and 

discipline so characteristic of his country. His ideas 

of honor may seem farfetchec., out we must remember that 

the conception of honor existing m Herman military 

life 16 very rigid. In this/ and in his reverence ano 

high appreciation of woman, Tellheim is strictly German. 

He is utterly miserable because duty and convention 

force him to renounce Minna, Wien he is suspected, 

discharged and poor, and Minna is rich, endowed with all 

blessings of life, Tellheim insists that he can never 

become the huôband of Minna, since he will not be worthy 

of her in the eyes of the world. 

But when Mranziska, carrying out the strategy 

of her mistress, informs Tellheim that Minna has been 

disinherited by Count von Bruchsail, her uncle, because 

of her refusal to marry a man of the Count’s choice, 

and that Minna, publicly humiliated, deserted, ana in 

need of protection has flea to Berlin to find Tellheim, 

the latter, in his generosity ana sympathy for j^inna 

forgets his own misfortune, his wounded honor, every¬ 

thing, in the attempt to be of use to Minna. "Positions 

are again similar." The human element asserts itself 

in the end, triumphing over convention. 

Though, the characters are very real and German, 

the action is not rapid. The ring scene is rather pro¬ 

longed and the widow Marloff episode adds nothing to 

the action-of, the drama It is. rather the problem-- 

the condition ; not the action, that is brought out. 

In this absence of rapid action, Lessing resembles 

Molière. 
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This applies especially to "Minna" and "Nathan" where 

we have a forerunner of Goethe’s sould drama (Tasso, 

Iphigenift). Lessing’s theory and practice do not 

always agree, for in "Minna" and "Emilia Galotti" he 

follows the prescriptions of the French in his ob¬ 

servance of the unities of time and place. 

In "Emilia Galotti" (1772) we have a more 

Shakespearian play, which is the oldest tragedy still 

produced on the German stage. Here Lessing gives 

utterance to the feeling against the tyranry and cor¬ 

ruption of the government of the period preceding, the 

French Revolution. In this drama, many of the.principles 

of the "Dramaturgie" may be traced. 

Though the scene is laid in Italy, the drama 

is German, the corrupt court, being only too true a mirror 

of the German "Residenzen." Lessing has given national 

conditions expression in the churacters of the Prince 

and Odoardo, the former a representative of the oppression 

and corruption of the age, the latter, the national 

subject, rich in German virtue, helpless to remedy 

conditions or to protect his own interests. 

The plot of the drama is, after all, a modern 

version of Livy’s "Virginia," where a father kills his 

daughter in the effort to save her character. Perhaps 

the dénoulfceement seems rather unnatural. But in 

analyzing the psychological catastrophe becomes less 
A 

severe. (See Kuno Fischer, Lessing als Reformater). 

The corruption of the age presented no other outlet to 

Odoardo, a man of sturdy character, ordered discipline 

and honor- similar to Tellheim, and a living protest 

it »’ 

against the ancient regime society. 

"Emilia Galotti" is;nevertheless, considered an 

excellent drama. The action proceeds rapidly up to the 
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point of H-ilia's ebduc'ion, ani we fin's c! aracter 

studies in the persons of Odoardo, Llarinelli an, Orsina. 

After t^is tragedy, which ha 1 an important place ir the 

development of the Ira (See E. Schmidt, - pi^e 49 for 

influence on Stum itnd ’'rung, etc., , Lessin - ceased 

his active services cf dramatic reform, becoming 

engaged in the tleological controversies and religious 

activities. ("polemics against Goese," "Hathan the /ise," 

Education of the Human Race.") 

.Vith "Futhun the 7ise, " Lessing returned to the 

drama, yet this is not important as a drama. Lessing 

himself, never expected it to he performed. It is 

written in the verse of Shakespeare, the iambic pen¬ 

tameter. Ilore of a dramatized philosophical poe- , than 

a dramas, its chief value lies in the ethical and religious 

i eas involved. (Luno Frarcke, Social Forces, p~ge 

292). .re notice , decided difference in t! is drama and 

in"I'iii a." "' irna von E^rnlelm," -,s a whole, portrays 

conventional standards. Even though there are hum .n 

features in the end, co r^entional conditions are stil.l 

recogrized. In Lath an, we learn a religious lesson. 

T1 is is German, for the Ger„uns h„ve ulv'ays been 

sporsors of i tellectu^l freedo 1, clinging at the same 

time to old standards of convention (social, political]. 

They prefer real freedom of the intellectual and spirit¬ 

ual life to freedom of ^ction, wl ile the anglo-Saxon must 

have freedom in action, with less ermhasis on freedom 

i.i the intellectual. In attacking all forms of intol- 
e«,SeYlb ia>-l-Ly «.«ju.a.L 

erarce, preaci ing theArv^lue of J11 religions 

ini the common brother! 00d of. man, Lessing is quite 

modern, and the supreme representative of the period cf 

en] irhtennent. 
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Delicate problems- a man’s honor ("Minna”), 

religion ("Nathan"), general culture and social con¬ 

ditions- these are the foundation of Lessing's works, 

from which positive, constructive liberalism in 

Germany has sprung. It is his constructive idealism, 

that has given him the uncontested leadership in the 

attempts to solve the problems of artistic and literary 

reform, social progress and religious emancipation of 

his age. 

Lessing sums up what is best in his age: the 

revolt against the artificial classicism of the 

Renaissance, the return to the true antique and to 

Shakespeare. He was the founder of modern criticism, 

laid, single handed, the foundation for the modern 

German drama, paved the way for Kant (the founder of 

modern German thought), is the supreme representative 

of the period of enlightenment (Aufklaerung) and marks 

the beginning of a new epoch: "Sturm .und Drang*} 

■"(See Robertson, A History of Ger. Lit. page 282). 
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Schiller 

(1759 - 1805) 

Although Lessing was the first to attempt 

the creation of a new German drama, giving in sub¬ 

stance the foundation of same, his efforts were not 

definitely successful. Altogether, his drama is not 

the very highest type of drama because of its lack 

of elementary passion. His portrayal of passion 

cannot be compared with that of Schiller, Wagner, or 

Shakespeare. 

Schiller, although influenced by the "Sturm 

•jtnd Drang" movement, the threads of which could be 

discerned in Lessing’s age, gives us a most "master¬ 

ful synthesis" of the Ancient Drama and Shakespeare 

in his "Wallenstein," showing the influence of the 

ancient tragedy in "Die Lraht von llessina" and of 

Shakespeare in his other dramas. 

His first drama/"Die Raeuber," written in 1779 

and produced in 1781, is representative of the "Sturm 

und Drang'J (1770 - 1790) that period of rebellion 

against all restraint of the individual. Like 

"Gotz von Eerlichingen" and "Werther’s Leiden" (Goethe) 

which preceded it, "Die Raeuber" is full of violent 

and excessive emotion^ which expresses the revolution¬ 

ary spirit of the age in its revolt against the 

political and social tyranny of the day. (See 

analysis, Robertson Hist, of Ger. civilization, p.330) 
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like "Die Raeuter," "Eiesko" (1783) is marked 

with "Sturm und Drang." In this, Schiller attempted 

to create a Shakespearian tragedy, using for subject 

matter Fiesko's conspiracy against the tyranny of 

the house of Doria. The intrigue has a political 

interest and on the whole, the drama represents a 

degree of progress even if, as Kuno FrancVe leads 

us to believe, it borders cn -he -îelo-^rana, lacking 

the moderation and proportion of Lessing*B dramas* 

In "Kabale und Liebe" (1784), Schiller portrays 

the intrigue of court life in a milieu similar to 

Lessing's Emilia Galotti, at the same time painting an 

interesting love story in the foreground of the action. 

The dramatic structure and the dramatic characteriza¬ 

tion are forcible at times. The characters are 

more individualized and interesting by contrast 

(Hiller and the President, Louise and Lady Milford). 

These three dranas^ revolutionary in spirit, 

with eccentricities and abnormities, crude, as compared 

to later works, excercised e,n enormous influence both 

in Germany and outside, all crying for the freedom 

of the individual that he may "express human nature 

in its totality!! 

However, Schiller's best efforts are concentrated 

in the works of his mature genius - in "Wallenstein" 

(1798 - 99), "Maria Stuart" (1803), "Die Jungfrau von 

Orleans," "Die Eraut. von Messina" (1803), "Wilhelm Tell" 

(1804). 

In "Wallenstein" we have a masterful synthesis 

of the ancient drama and Shakespeare. Here Schiller 

first attempted to depict the world as it is. 

Wallenstein is the first realistic actor in Schiller's 

dramas and is drawn with great rx.rfisti'c~' interest. In 

this drama, Schiller's self-intoxication no longer 

finds expression. 
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In holding a mirror of human evil, he tries to 

arouse sympathy for human life as it is, expressing 

the intimate connection of things, and the tragedy 

that results when an individual rises against 

the powers that he. Here he is in direct contrast 

with his earlier revolutionary ideas of "Sturm und Drang." 

He has become reconciled to those forces which must 

exist and over which the individual can not domineer. 

Such things exist and must be tolerated. Man, in 

his attempt to work against established powers, is 

crushed» So it is with Wallenstein, the figure 

around which the entire action of the drama is centered* 

The whole action is centered around the one fact that 

Wallenstein deserted the Emperor in the effort to 

obtain Bohemia for himself. (See Robertson for short 

analysis). 

Schiller, in writing “Wallenstein" was 

confronted by many difficulties, some of which are 

mentioned to Humboldt in a letter (Mar. 23 -1796), also 

to Koerner, (iTov. 28 - 1796). The subject, itself, strictly 

military in character, was not one that would appeal 

to the people. Also the immoral action, treachery to 

one's ruler, and the resulting tragedy are not pleasing 

thoughts. Unsuccessful treachery leads to violence, 

ending in assassination. Again, the strength and stay 

of the hero - the army - can not be represented on 

the stage, and the hero himself can not appear in 

more than half of the scenes because the tragedy is the 

outgrowth of a conspiracy. The decisive impulse in 

Wallenstein's actions - Sesine's capture - is rep¬ 

resented behind the scenes. 

"A powerful nature, depending solely on the 

, .., . iWs oracle withm^own breast, a horror to all smaller natures, 

awakening all the powers of his followers, his is the 

spirit of the born commander, 
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(^Hermann 2,251)such, was the hero in the eyes of 

Max, the idealist. In the character of Wallenstein 
; 

we see the supreme type of realism, expressing the in¬ 

timate connection of things, yet at the same time being 

elevated above other realists in that he believes in 

fate and in the stars. To the realist is given the 

individual, superhuman - microcosm. 

The ideal of living out one's personality, to 

build up one’e self in the intellectual and the aes¬ 

thetic - called by Schiller, "totality" - this was what 

Schiller saw in Humanity and sought to express by a union 

of the idealistic and the realistic. Wallenstein 

is the effort of Schiller "to best combine the 

excellences of Greek and modern poetry." (See Robertson, 

372). The tragedy of Wallenstein develops gradually 

from his character. 

The catastrophe seems inevitable from the 

beginning.. "Allé Dinge muessen." Excessive ambition, 

blind faith in his followers and in the stars, the 

belief that he was created to become great - all 

these, a part of the character of Wallenstein, help 

prepare his doom, while his "unglueckselige Gestirne" 

hover over him continually. In the words of 

Schiller; "Wallenstein fiel nicht, weil er Rebell war, 

sondern er rebellirte, weil er fiel." He, as well 

as those in contact with him^ are enveloped in 

ambition and succumb. Wallenstein ventures to 

rise against the powers that be - the emperor - who 

not only represents himself, but the idea; hence 

Wallenstein - representing only himself, and in 

opposition to the idea, has to fall because of 

intellectual and moral arrogance. ("das ewig 

Gestrige"). He thinks evil and must do evil - 

being from beginning to end, the centre of what he 
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thinks, subordinating every thing to his ambition* 

After he has once thought evil, there is no way out, 

even though, like Hamlet, he is irresolute, and does 

not act until he has to* Death is a natural out¬ 

growth of his character and he becomes a real tragic 

hero* 

Schiller, by unusual concentration, making 

Wallenstein the centre of all action and thought in 

the play, and by adding to his realism a higher 

element - belief in astrology, succeeded in making 

Wallenstein an interesting charaeter,-^Tn whom treason 
UflLiKe other WeroeS of Sckil-Ur, 

always looms up, and whoAat no time appears noble. 

In this drama, Schiller is more influenced 

by Sophocles than by Shakespeare. As in Sophocles, 

great concentration occurs* The whole dramatic 

action is concentrated around one event, which is the 

last action of a great man. The action, as well as 

the atmosphere,^ continually narrowing, conce^wtrat- 

ing, until in the end, few people appear around 

Wallenstein. Schiller's drama begins near the end of 

a career, while Shakespeare's would probably begin 

at the ceginning, and reach the main tragedy by 

means of a series of actions. Schiller, rather 

than presenting such, merely informs us about them. 

He resembles the ancients in his conception of fate* 

(See Kuehnemann V 2, p 282). 

Fate is the tragic necessity of the relations 

of life. This forms one of the fundamental ideas 

of Schiller's philosophy. Although Schiller &ave 

no mere imitation of the ancients, points of contact 

exist. Like the ancients, Schiller saw in life itself, 

and especially in the frailty of the individual life, 

the subject of tragedy. 
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Y/hile Sophocles makes human life a frail thing, 

struggling against mysterious and powerful gods, 

Schiller "represents such frailty according to the 

actual nature of life." In "both, the moral law is 

final and eternal. The Greeks, however, consider 

the moral order as the will of the gods; Schiller 

considers it as the eternal moral law itBelf. Hence, 

we see that Schiller gives an original meaning to 

tragedy. (See Kuehnemann V 2, p 282). 

For Schiller, "allé Dinge mueesen." An 

things are within the causalnexits of the world. 

Man i3 morally free, liberty, to him,is moral 

freedom. Yet Schiller, in "Wallenstein," does 

not comply with this. In "Wallenstein" he 

approaches determinism,- which holds that all things, 

including the moral action are determined by the 

law of cause and effect - as opposed to the doctrine 

of free will. Wallenstein is a true tragic figure, 

who revolts against the world-order, deceived, seemingly 

doomed by fate from the beginning. Unlike 

Macbeth in this, Wallenstein is not free to choose the 

moment of his action. He does not desert the 

emperor until he has to. Sesinî^’s capture forces him 

to act at that very moment, leaving him no alternative. 

The same tragic irony found in Oedipus exists 

in Wallenstein. The latter, like Oedipus, helps 

prepare his fall, thinking all the while that his 

efforts will lead to success - the expected result 

becomes the opposite. This is the case when Y/allen¬ 

stein Bends Octavio away with his most valuable 

troops, also in the tragic words of Buttler to Illo 

and Terzky; "Yes, I’ll be there on time." 



In "Maria Stuart" (1800), Schiller again 

deals with a historical subject* Here, again, the 

tragic motive is felt from the beginning to the end* 

Great concentration, shadowed by the thoughts of death, 

places before us the struggling humanity, "man as a 

being who wills," is free, and yet has to submit to 

one force over which he has no power - death. Mary’s 

death is the idea about which all else is grouped, just 

as Wallenstein's character loomed up above everything 

else. As Kuehnemann points out, Schiller, profiting 

"'Wallenstein", proceeded more rapidly and naturally 

with his poetic art in "Maria Stuart," choosing again 

the last few days of a great life for his theme. The 

outward action is more simple than that in "Wallen¬ 

stein." It is limited, and treated with exactitude, 

to the very last details. The inner action, how¬ 

ever, is deep and complex. Although Mary’s death - 

warrant has been signed before the play begins, 

Schiller shows us that her character and her actions 

are responsible for the whole course of events. 

Through passive suffering, she gradually triumphs over 

her own past, liberates her mind from bonds, and becomes 

transfigured at the approach of death. Her inner 

purification and transfiguration forms the real 

essence of the drama. 

Schiller's art is a conscious art, even more 

so in "Maria Stuart" than in "Wallenstein." In fact, 

the conscious seriousness of this drama has been 

criticized. But it is written in the large style 

characteristic of Schiller's new tragic art. The 

tragedy of human life, with death hovering over it, 

moral assurance combined with a clear estimate of the 

reality of life - these are some of the great elements 

of the drama. 
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The idealism is one of the will rather than an 

idealism of dreams, for Schiller "believed that he 

"must stand "before the tribunal of realistic truth 

in order to "be an idealist." Hence, Keuhnemann has 

said that Schiller's work is true,rtnot in spite of 

its idealism, "but because of its idealism." 

In the "Maid of Orleans," Schiller again 

deals with a historical subject; in wh^eh Joan of Arc 

is greatly idealized. The tragedy, which was a great 

success, is one of romantic idealism. Its immediate 

^popularity was probably due, in part, to the fact that 

Germany, half subjected to Napoleon, found national 

consolation in the inspiring story of the liberator 

of France, whose naïve patriotism had seemingly 

been aided by the Divine. Its medievalism and 

romantic idealism, aleo lent charm to the play in 
» 

Schiller's day. This is now, however, considered 

a source of weakness, especially following a drama like 

"Wallenstein." But Schiller, in calling the "Maid" a 

romantic tragedy, prepares us for what is to follow. 

He had intended to proceed as in "Wallenstein", giving 

an idealization of history, but was forced to change 

his plan, making the tragedy an outgrowth of the 

feeling of love (human element), which opposes the 

divine commission and renders the heroine powerless* 

This episode, the occasional use of rhymes and lyric 

strophes, the lack of the naive, at times, in Joan, 

connect it with medievalism and Romanticism and 

produce an effect of weakness, in spite of its care¬ 

ful composition, its metrical structure, and its 

occasional passages of Shakespearian vigor. (See 

Wells, Modern Ger. Lit. p 274). 
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i?. Kuehnemann, in speaking of Schiller’s dramatic 

art in relation to history, brings out the fact that 

Schiller was sspecially endowed with an ability to 

write historic tragedy, and shows how his genius 

developed along this line. While in "Don Carlos," 

the "historical element was a mere pretext," Schiller, 

in "Wallenstein," realized that "history is the material 

that is given him for the tragic picture of life," which 

must be presented in its true form. To portray life 

in its totality, struggling against a higher power, fate, 

great men are necessary,because "in them its whole 

import comes out. Therefore, Schiller's new type of 

tragedy must he united with history, not merely I'.e^ause 

of his delight in brilliant and striking forms of life, 

but because of the new message that his tragedy is to 

bring. It gives expression to the eternally tragic 

laws of life through the events of the past, which 

become symbolic as if of their own accord," But in 

order to express such, man must be represented accord¬ 

ing to his own characterr Wallenstein, the general, 

must appear as Buch, Everything must bear the 

general stamp of a truthful portrayal, even if there is 

an inner freedom of motives, etc,, 

And for Schiller, every form cf history must be 

presented in its own way; characteristics must be 

given new forms. He says: "One must have the courage 

to seek new forms for new matter and to keep one's 

idea of relation of form and matter plastic," Also, 

"Every different kind of material requires a form 

of its own. The conception of a tragedy must be 

always changing, always growing, and it can be only 

virtually realized by any one of a hundred or a thousand 

• possible forms." (Kuehnemann V 2, p 331 ), 
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In "Wallenstein” military life is portrayed; 

in "Maria Stuart", court life; in "The Maid of Crleans," 

the fate of a nation. Each is simple ("Maria") or 

complex (Wallenstein) according to the nature and 

scope of the subject matter. In the "Maid" the idea 

of Fatherland and the king draws all else around it. 

The characters represent the different elements in 

national life. In the words of Schiller (Dec. 24, 1800, 

to Goethe): "All the motives are poetic and most of 

them are of the naive sort." Yet there is some¬ 

thing in her prophecies and reflections that does 

not remain primitive and naive. 

In the "Braut von Messina," Schiller again 

portrays simple life in conflict with fate. Here, 

he has formed an excellent synthesis of the German and 

the Greek elements. Antique customs and pleasures,— 

life in primitive simplicity, yet tragic, is pictured. 

F*r the relation and union of life and fate is rep¬ 

resented in great simplicity, the chorus playing an 

important part in the interpretation, and giving unity 

to the action. Schiller’s chorus not only speaks for the 

spectators, objectively, but becomes subjective (their 

own hatred for each other and reconciliation). Al¬ 

though it is modeled on the Greek Chorus, it gives a 

new form. 

Schiller sought "to create a tragedy which 

should be pure poetry throughout and which should 

exemplify the purest form of tragic art." (Kuehnemann, 

V 2, p 363). It was in the Greek tragedy that he 

saw the necessary elements. 
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Like the ancients, he saw in life a great 

tragedy, whpre man, though subjected to an eternal moral 

law, must nevertheless how to fate. In "Die Braut", 

as in most of Schiller's works, the tragedy comes from 

within as a direct consequence of the character of 

the race, or individual, whose fate is ju9t so from 

necessity. The tragedy here is a result of the 

inherited characteristics of a family. Unconsciously, 

the two brothers at enmity, become reconciled only to 

be overcome in the end by fate. This shows man's 

inability to escape the decree of fate (as in Oedipus). 

Also, as in Oedipus, the tragedy is inevitable from the 

beginning and the prophecy is fulfilled when the people 

concerned are least conscious of its existence. 

In "Wilhelm Tell" (1804) Schiller's last 

completed drama, the action is portrayed in even greater 

depth and breadth1 than in "Wallenstein." The central 

theme is the whole Swiss nation in its struggle for 

lawful and traditional freedom. By its very nature, 

the subject demanded epic rather than dramatic treatment. 

Not an individual (as in Wallenstein) but the whole 

Swiss nation, is the hero of the drama. Tell is a 

personification of the spirit of national revolt against 

foreign oppression. He is the spokesman of a simple, 

primitive people struggling for the most natural and 

universal ideal - freedom. His crime is justifiable, 

because of its national, rather than personal, signifi¬ 

cance and necessity* In this national festive poem, 

Schiller gives a perfect representation of his ideal- 

intellectual and moral liberty - whether it be per¬ 

sonal, national or racial. 

We have seen that Schiller found in ancient 

tragedy sublime imagination and a view of life 

similar to his own. Also, he sought to make this 
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art serve for a modern purpose, without mere imitation, 

and created a new conception of tragedy. In placing 

the chief emphasis on the clear and convincing lanage- 

ment of the action, which is to represent the tragedy 

of life, Schiller is similar to Sophocles. Schiller 

and Sophocles aim at simplicity, concentration, 

intensity, while Shakespeare always aims at breadth. 

In his ability to place the characters of his imagina¬ 

tion into their proper spheres with reference to the 

necessity of each action and mood, Schiller resembles 

Shakespeare. The latter, emphasizes characterization, 

while the former emphasizes fundamental principles 

and approaches symbolism. Life in its totality, 

humanity in its entirety, rather than the individuality 

of separate personages, forms the subject of his tragedy. 

He tries to make all life pictures and ideas, where the 

idea becomes a picture, expressing the eternal ideas 

of life in all its tragic import, (See Kuehnenann, P 277). 

Thus his art constitutes a new form of German 

tragedy, artistic and distinct, combining Greek and 

Shakespearian elements in such a conscious manner as 

to produce an independent art, appealing to the mass of 

the German people, and thuB meriting the name of 

national. The notes of liberty and lofty idealism 

prevalent in all of Schiller^s dramas are German 

traits. This continuous striving toward a higher and 

more perfect existence appeals to the people. Schiller 

by means of his language, his rhetorical style, his high 

idealism, and his optimism, is the most typical middle 

class German poet. The prevalence of poetic justice 

in the world, the knowledge that good prevails in the 

end, though the individual who strives against the powers 

that-be perishes - all this appeals to the German public, 

making Schiller the favorite of his people. 
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Kleist 

(1777 - 1811) 

.Bernd Friedrich Wilhelm von Kleist, called hy 

Pob^rteon "the most gifted dramatist of Forthern 

Germany" and proclaimed "by Wieland as the "German 

Shakespeare," sought to combine the ancient tragedy 

with the Shakespearian Drama. (Robert Guiskard). 

After Goethe and Schiller, Kleist helned preserve 

their ideals of complete humanity in a new form, 

yet anti-classical. (See Francke p 467) 

The life of Kleist is a tragedy in itself, 

and his unsure position in the world, his self- 

absorntion and lack of inner harmony are reflected 

in his works. Although he strove throughout to 

understand himself and the conflicts of life, he 

never gained a permanent equipoise of soul and mind# 

but yielded to his self-destructive thoughts, shoot¬ 

ing himself at the age of thirty-four. 

Kleist combines Shakespearian vigor and 

primitiveness with romantic freedom. ("Die Familie 

Schroffenstein," "Kaethchen," "Michael Kohlhaas" etc)» 

One of Goethe's cherished ideals was that there should 

be a world literature - one wherein the literature 

of other countries should become the property of the 

German nation and give to Germany a literature, which 

though composed of the best elements of other civil¬ 

izations, still bore the stanw of German originality. 

Romanticism was a force which did help to do this. 

Through A. W. Schlegel's masterful translation of 
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Shakespeare (1797 — 1810)^ England* s greatest dramatist 

not only became known in Germany, but became a national 
1 

poet of Germany. Through the efforts of other 

romanticists (Tieck), the Romanesque literature and 

culture was introduced into Germany. Thus, if the 

Romantic School has not left a store of first class 

productions, it has, nevertheless exerted a great influence 

on intellectual Germany. 

Kleist, while indulging in the freedom of "Romantic 

speculation and self-reflection," still remains the 

greatest German dramatic technicist, combining/as no other, 

psychological tension and enlivened action. His dramas 

are full of psychological tension and action, which show 

an even development from beginning to end. In him, 

(Prinz von Homburg), we have the first dramatist who 

shows development of character. (Hebbel next)- 

Eor him the essence of a dramatic character was 

action, his dramas portraying more action (der handelnde 

fflensch) than is found in any other German author. He 

is strictly anti-classical and does not depict restricted 

personalities as did the Classicists (Goethe, Schiller). 

The primitive, elementary passions of man are depicted 

with individualized vigor - often resulting in 

extremes (Penthesilee/) of superhuman intensity (love, 

hate -'‘penthesilea", Kaethchen" Hermannsschlacht ) 

In "Pie Pamilie Schroffenstein," Kleist gives 

expression to his inner struggles and doubts, from 

which he always sought relief, yet never found exit, 

even through folly . Fe can never decide vhether 
/ 

black is white or white is black, or whether things 

just seem so. When he believed himself most free, 

fate seemed to bind him. Priven by an invisible power, 

doubting, uncertain of life, the schroffensteins create 

themselves an atmosphere of misery. With no definite 

aim in view, they spend their time drifting, trying to 

solve the riddle of existence, until their own excess 

of passion ruins them. In spite of the horrors present, 

the drama possesses rugged strength and resembles 
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Shakespeare in its unreflecting ethics. (See O.Brahm, 

page 81). 

.Not until after 1806 did Kleist, enthused with 

the outcry of patriotism caused by the downfall of 

Prussia, forget his own doubts and distractions and 

produce work of national imnortance. (Hermannsschlacht) 

"Per Zerbrochene Krug" (1808) is a one act 

comedy, where a broken jar destroys the tranquility 

of a whole village. In the final scenes, the symbol 

of justice, the judge himself, proves to be the guilty 

person. 

A strict realism speaks of a common ordinary 

world of clear-cut characters, around which illusion 

hovers, just as we experience in the world to-day. 

In "Penthesilea" (1808) Kleist*s psychology 

of extremes has full sway (love and hate). The inten¬ 

sity of feeling and the vigor of the tragic conflict 

have a superhuman development, all centered around 

the conflict in battle between Penthesilea, the queen 

of the Amazons, and her lover, Achilles, whom, to possess 

she must vanquish in battle, for such is the holy 

ordinance of the Amazons. But being vanquished by 

Achilles, and believing he scorns her love, Penthesilea* s 

love is turned to hate, which destroys both her lover 

and herself. Here, as in Kaethchen von Heilbronn, 

we have a true, but visionary interpretation of woman. 

Briven by despair and rage, she not only sends 

her arrow through her lover's breast, but lets her 

hounds tear the dying man's limbs and drink his blood. 

7,hen she is brought to the realization of her crime, 

the human element in her character causes her to fall 

into the arms of death. She is atrocious, monstrous, 

yet dévine, miraculous, and true. (See Kuno Prancke, 

S. P. in Ger. Lit., page 473). We might say that the 

drama gives a nicture of the Homeric age, seen through 

the lurid light of Romanticism (See Robertson). 
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In MDas Kaet^fchen von Heilbronn" Kleist, for 

the first time, seeks German subject matter for his 

drama. "Kaetfchen," is "ein grosses historisches 

Ritterschauspielb" portraying#with a vivid feeling of 

realism, the romantic milieu of the T'iddle Ages, the 

splendid past of the Fatherland, in direct contrast 

to the emperiled conditions of 1806. The knight 

world in all its splendor, brilliant ladies, the 

horrors of the "Holy Vehm," the "Feuerprobe," the 

Kaiser himself, are portrayed in a vigorous realistic 

style. (See O.Brahm, pf>. 286 - 287) 

In such a milieu, Kaethchen, simple and resigned, 

enters, following her inner desires, sacrificing, under¬ 

going every hardship for a knight, Wetter vonvStrabl, 

whom she follows in blind devotion to such an extent 

that he is tried before the "Holy Vehmw as a sorcerer. 

This, bor-ever, gives Kaethchen the opportunity of 

establishing more completely her spirit of devotion 

and self-sacrifice when she undergoes the "Feuerprobe" 

for him. 

In subject matter and milieu, in vigor of lan¬ 

guage, in the loyalty and absolute trust which Kaethchen 

shows for the superior personality (Wetter vorrt Strahl ) 

Kleist portrays national traits. 

The ITational spirit can also be detected in 

Fichael Kohlhaas (1810) - "the central figure of that 

powerful story ("Kichael Kohlhaas") of the sixteenth 

century, in which it seems as though the spirit of 

revenge which soon was to unite the German peoples 

in the universal uprising against the oppressor of 

Europe, was for the first time lifting its head." 

Kohlhaas is a simple horse dealer who stands 

for law and Justice, even if he must sacrifice his 

life to attain his ideal. Though touched with 

Pomanticism, the romance is filled with passionate, 

concise, realistic narration. 
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Kleist's last two dramas "Die Hermannsschlacht" 

(1808, pub.-1821) and "Per Prinz von Homburg" (1810 pub. 

1821) are essentially German and national in subject 

matter, outgrowths of the patriotic impulse caused by 
■the 

ITat>oleonic usurption, which was r)romptingAEuropean 

Powers to rebel. 

"Die Hermannsschlacht" is an attempt to dramatize 

the defeat of Varus by Hermann (Arminius, in the year S). 

It is a great patriotic manifesto, where Home is really 

Prance, and the home of the Cheruskians Germany. Simnle 

in action, rich in detail, with Shakespearian technique, 

(of details) it is the most successful attempt that has 

been made to represent Arminius as a dramatic hero. 

Thusnelda's passion, like penthesilea's, is ex¬ 

cessive, but Thusnelda acts for the national cause, if 

only incidentally. 

"The gradual spreading of this spirit of 

unconditional, passionate devotion to the national cause, 

the slow but irresistible surging on of this wave of 

collective vTath, until at last it sweeps over and bears 

away the whole structure of the Homan perfidy and des¬ 

potism - this forms the dominating action of the drama; 

this is brought out, above all, in the way in which 

Thusnelda becomes the avenger of her country's honor." 

(See Kuno Francke S. F. in Ger. Lit., Page 478). 

In the "Prinz von Homburg" (1810, pub. 1821) Kleist's 

genius i$ at its height. The drama is a Prussian - 

Brandenburg historical one, which deals with Prince 

Frredfcrich of Homburg, who had gained the cattle of 

Fehrbellin (1675) against the orders of the Elector of 

hrandenburg. 

In Kleist's drama, the Prinz is pictured as an 

idle dreamer, only conscious of the idealistic visions 

of fame, and love (of Hatalie). On the eve before the 

great battle, when the generals are called together to 

receive orders for the coming day, he is completely 
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lost in his visions of the laurel wreath, the golden 

chain of the Elector, (emblem of the latter's favor) and 

the woman he loves, Fatalie. 

Such thoughts will not let him feel the im¬ 

portance of the pressing danger, nor let him obey orders, 

for instead of waiting at his post as commanded, he 

enters the field of battle, winning the victory, yet 

meriting thereby his own court-martial and death - 

sentence. 

The vision of death now renders him as weak and 

cowardly as he was brave in the Battle. He breaks forth 

in passionate prayer for his life, letting his inner 

conflicts master his higher self, which is restored only 

when he recognizes his own transgression. Having been 

permitted by the Elector to decide for himself the 

justness of the sentence, which is to be recalled if the 

Prinz himself should consider it unfair, Priedrich, as it 

were, holding the balance of his life in his own hands, 

sees his own guilt and wishes to sacrifice his life to 

atone for the wrong. His moral development wins his 

pardon. The coward now desires to become a martyr 

that the eternal law and order may not be shaken. He 

wishes to lay down his life for the good of the collective 

community, thus approaching the classic ideal. ”It is as 

though the ideal of complete humanity which inspired 

the classic poets had here, under the stress of the 

national misery, been wielded into a form, less beautiful 

to be sure, but more compact and life-like, instead of 

the mellow transparency of marble, we have the sharp 

ruggedness of bronze. Ye feel: these figures have been 

hardened in the fire; they are the result of emotions 

so fierce, so violent, so volcanic as are experienced onlj 

by men who have felt the very soil give way under their 

feet, who have lived through a break-down of their whole 

spiritual existence.” (see Franck^, 471). 
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Such may "be truly said of the Prinz von Homburg, 

who, however, is unlike the classic hero in that his 

character is in such a constant state of development, 

that at the close of the drama, he is an entirely different 

man from the idle dreamer, half coward, half hero, passionately 

daring, whom we see in the first part of the action. Here 

Kleist creates a new form of drama. He is the first 

to show character development in the hero and becomes 

the forerunner of those problem plays which Hebbel and 

Ibsen later develop with such interest. 

national and patriotic, his drama is one of 

most enlivened action, which also portrays character. 

Still his personalities are not the restricted types 

of Goethe and Schiller. His general interpretation 

of men, though truthful, is visionary. (Penthesilea, 

Eaethchen, etc.,). Thile in the last drama (Prinz 

von Homburg), as has been mentioned, we witness an 

approach to Classicism, Kleist's drama is, on the 

whole, anti-classical. 

Here, as in Shakespeare, the elementary passions 

of men are portrayed, but with greater extremes (love 

and hate, Prinz, Penthesilea, Thusnelda). Kleist, as a 

w>>oie, is akin to Shakespeare, but in general character¬ 

istics is more rude, ecstatic and romantic. His drama 

shows no ancient influences, but is Shakespearian throu0h 

the medium of romanticism. Han is shown in potentiality, 

rather than in actuality. He is realistic (in style) 

and expresses super-realistic truth. 

In combining great psychological intensity 

with unusual wealth of action, he has produced a drama 

of excellent technique, from which a patriotic impulse 

has developed a national German drama - new and original 

in its portrayal of character, which develops with the 

dramatic action. 
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Friedrich Hebbel 

(1813 - 1863 ) 

"Friedrich Hebbel occupies a midway position in 

German nineteenth century letters, both by tempera¬ 

ment and in time." (Titsworth) In his treatment of 

the relation of the sexes, he occupies an intermediate 

place between the excesses of individualism and of 

collectivism; also for him the new and the old existed 

side by side, each having its place in life; through 

the kindly love and inspiration of Christine Enghaus 

(his wife) the pessimism caused by early hardships, 

gave way to a happier optimistic view of life, giving 

him a midway position in the optimism of classicism and 

the practical pessismism of naturalism. In time, Hebbel 

is contempory with the greatest men and the greatest 

forces of the nineteenth century, for "the year 1813 

was in many respects the gateway to the German nineteenth 

century. Wieland, the last of the Weimar poets, save 

Geethe, died in this year. In the same twelve months 

Hapoleon was definitely defeated in the Battle of the 

Hâtions and driven from Germany. From this year is 

dated the continuous rise of Prussia and the eventful 

realization of the patriot's dream for the Fatherland. 

The year 1813 witnesses the birth of three commanding 

figures in the cultural history of the century:- Otto 

Ludwig, Richard Wagner, and Friedrich Hebbel. Only 

two years later occured the Congress of Vienna and the 

birth of Bismarck, who was to give the dream of unity 

a local habitation." (Paul Emerson Titsworth, Bookman, 

Bee. 1916) 
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Hebbel as an interpreter of human problems, 

occupies a position between Lessing and IbBen. A 

predecessor of Ibsen, Hebbel is^iot so much interested 

in the history of his time as in the study and portrayal 

of human problems and human motives* He believed that 

the man of the nineteenth century did not want to over¬ 

throw the existing institutions so much as to refound 

them on a basis of morality and necessity* He believed 

it to be the task of the modern drama to show more 

this natural and ethical foundation of the new world 

to come* Hence, he starts his conception of tragedy* 

In him, there is no great relation between moral guilt 

and fate* Moral progress is to be reached in an intel¬ 

lectual way. He appeals to the intellect in the effort 

to illuminate man by showing him the relation of the 

individual to the external world, and thereby*- to better 

him* His dramas represent a conflict between the world 

as it is and the individual aspirations* Power is placed 

against power, the individual against the state, one 

individual against another* Always, the hero perishes be* 

cause he ventures to rise against another power, the state, 

the individual, or because his immoderateness pushes him 

from his own realm to a higher, to which he does not be¬ 

long and which is too strong for him. Man, revolting 

against the order of the world, must perish. 

In "Mein Wort ueber das Drama" (1843) and in the 

"Vorwort zur Maria Magdalene" (1844) we find Hebbel’s own 

idea of his drama, the theory of which is similar to Hobbes. 

Like Çegel, Hebbel makes life a drama in which the individual 

perishes for the good of a greater whole, e. g., the race 

or state. We see thiB in Agnes Bernauer where the right of 

the individual must give way to that of the state, for-the 

individual-must givo way- to -that of—the otate, for the 

individual, as such,is merely the representative of himself 

while the state is the representative of all society* Agnes 

Bernauer is a sacrifice to the state - Duke Ernest also 

loses his individual personality in the idea of state’s 

right, subordinating his own moral conscience to the 
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collective interest* Agnes Bernauer is not guilty of any 

moral crime* In this* Hebbel differs from Messing» who says 

that a tragic character must not suffer death without being 

responsible for it in some way, yet must not be morally 

guilty of death* Pure beauty and innocence cause AgneS* 

tragedy just as in the case of Rhodope^ Genoveva, and 

Mariamne. Por Hebbel, the tragedy is greater if the hero 

perish from immoderateness resulting from a good deed 

than if he perish because of immoderate bad deeds* Unlike 

Shakespeare and the ancients, fate does not pursue the 

tragic hero.. Tragedy, for Hebbel, is merely the Greek 

idea of immoderateness, having its origin in human nature 

itself and the old original sin* Ho explanation is given 

for the existence of this force in nature* 

Schiller and Lessing do not believe that suffering 

in itself is ever art,hence they would not recognize 

Hebbel’s "Agnes Bernauer*" Por Hebbel, circumstances 

arise from the unmoral course of the world to cause the 

fate of the hero, rather than from his own free actions* 

Schiller’s hero encroaches upon the moral law and 

perishes that the law (which is right) may live on* In 

Hebbel, as in Sophocles1 \ntigone, the relation is not moral 

but one of power to power. However, the human right (of 

burial) is on the side of Antigone, while in Hebbel, there 

is no taking sides* Even if there were such, it would 

be for the state* Just as Antigone perishes because 

she goes against the higher order, custom, convention, so 

do Agnes and Maria Magdalene* Ho individual can interfere 

with the established order of the world (conservatism), but 

the individual who comes in contact with the actions of the 

world must be influenced by them in such a way as to 

cause a psychological change within him. There must be a 

development in his character. Judith, Gyges, Meister Anton 

develop into different beings before the dramatic action has 

reached its close* Such a theory is new in the dramatic 

world, having occured for the first time before in Kleist's 

"Prinz von Homburg." 
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As before stated., fate is no ionger a ruling 

element as in the Greek drama and^ partly, the Classicists, 

but an element beyond the world with little or no effect 

upon it* In this sense, HeÜel's drama opposes Classicism; 
does not 

for Hebbel*strive ^fter poetical justice, giving a 

psychological interpretation of the universe without 

contrasting good and evil ( as Schiller and Lessing fl ad cloTve)^ 

with^showing the breakdown of the great as a result of moral 

guilt. He upholds the world and fells the individual who 

revolts against it or the powers that be. 

In "Judith," Hebbel has transformed the apocryphal 

Judith into a strong consistent character, rising to great¬ 

ness through sin. Here is an example of the unusual individ¬ 

ual v/ho perishes because he oversteps his bounds. Judith 

is a woman who undertakes to kill Holofernes, a man, in order 

to save her people. In this she oversteps the sphere of 

woman, hence she has to suffer for it. Her tragic guilt is 

centered in the fact that she forgets the idea she started 

out with - .to kill her own personality to avenge her people — 

and kills Holofernes to avenge the personal wrong he has dme 

her. The conflict is a psychological one portraying the 

animal nature of man, as Kleist had done in Penthesilea 

(contrast between sex). 

The Assyrian world (Heathenism) and the Hebrew world 

(Monotheism) stand in contrast against each other. 

Ir. "Judith" Hebbel treats the mass scenes in a manner 

similar to Shakespeare's treatment of the rabble. 

In "Genoveva," (1843) innocence and beauty cause 

tragedy. Genoveva is à silent sufferer put to destruction 

through her beauty and holiness. (Agnes Bernauer). Just as 
■iK« ct■n'frfcL fi^u-re is OU.K« Ernes*, So, w Genov«vi" 

in "Agnes Bernauer"AGolo, pushed from crime to crime by the 

madness of sinful love, is the figure who undergoes the 

greatest soul struggle, becoming psychologically the centre 

of the tragedy. 

In "Maria Magdalene " (1846)" ein fcuergerliches 

Trauerspiel," Hebbel portrays in a strictly modern milieu 

a tragedy of common life. 
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Lessing ( Miss Sara Sampson, Emilia GClotti) and Schiller 

(Kabal^ind Liebe) were the first to find material for 

tragedy in common life. Sut Hebbel shows a more strictly 

middle class development^that the love struggle is not between 

the upper and the middle class, but is a strictly middle 

class development where the catastrophe comes from within, 

as a logical necessity of "milieu," and character. An un¬ 

pleasant, artificial atmosphere of narrowness prevails. 

Meister Anton's world is one of principle, excessive pride 

and rectitude, which Clara shatters when she drowns herself- 

( See Robertson p. 563)- Here, again, the counter action is 

strongest, the tragedy resting in Meister Anton, who, in 

"Ich verstehe die Welt nichtfyiehr," confesses his own inability 

to cope with the conditions of the world. 

The logic is keen, the construction compact, with 

a new technique (forerunner of naturalistic drama) 

where the conditions, the milieu, are more important than tJt 

act ion. 

Prom 1845#Hebbel1 s life became happier andjis reflected 

in his works. His abode in Vienna, where he came under the 

influence of Christine Enghaus, was decidely favorable to 

Hebbel's development.!. The change from a gloomy to a brighter 

view of life has already been referred to. 

"Herodes and Mariamne," (1850)^an outgrowth of 

this period^shows progress; "the characters are more consis- 

tent'^han in earlier dramas, and the picture presented by 

the lrst act, where the Roman world and Asiatic barbarism 

®lash with the new epoch heralded by Christianity, iB one of 

the enduring achievements of German dramatic literature." 

(Robertson). 

VvtAi+h (1931) a ni 
With the exception ofA .^gnes Bernauer (1852), 

the remaining tragedies are written in versa, which 

in "Gyges and sein Ring" (1856)-reaches a high degree of 

perfection and beauty. "Gyges," as "Herodes", deals with 

the sex question, where man encroaches upon the rights of 

wonvan . Immoderateness in the conception of honor, 

or the one hand, immoderate love, on the other, are responsible 

for the tragedy. 
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In both cases, the power of one individual over another 

is contrasted and he who infringes on the rights of 

another must suffer* This coincides with K-it'a conception 

of morality- obedience to the voice within*- itfhi oh never 
/ 

uses man as an instrument only, but always as an end in him¬ 

self. ( Coincides with Schiller's too)* In both,two 

cultures are present* In "Herodes -and Mariamne," Asiatic 

barbarism and Christianity; in "Gyges,"- oriental con¬ 

servation ( Kandaules ) Occidental vigor and progress* 

(Greek, Gyges). 

The only exclusively national traits in Hebbel are 

found in Agnes Bernauer (1852) and in "Die Hibelungen"(1862) 

In "Die üibelungen," Hebbel gives a dramatization 

of the old Uibelungenlied* The tragedy consists of two 

five act dramas "Siegfrid's Tod" and "Kriemhild's Rache." 

preceded by a one act prologue* From the old Lied, Hebbel 

selects his material in the attempt to moderniz^Lt, giving 

great psychological depth to forces in order to humanize the 

character of Brunhild* He shows the strict logical necessity 

of events* Here, again, two cultures, or worlds, are intro¬ 

duced. Hagen and Brunhild are representatives of the old 

pagan world, which is transplanted by the Christian world* 

(Dietrich). 

*hus, we see that'Hebbel," was one of the most original 

poets of hiB time; an innovator as no other European dramatist 

between Victor Hugo and Henrik Ibsen, he exerted an influence, 

more powerful than that of either Kleist or Grillparzer, 

on the subsequent development of the drama." (Robertson,562). 
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WAGNER, RICHARD. 

(1813 - 1883) 

Of all the German dramatists who have 

contributed to the development of the intellectual 

and moral life of Germany, only two: Lessing and 

Wagr.er, have labored with the purpose of fou> dira 

a new natiore.l drama. Both of these men sought 

to create a drame v'hich would become the common 

possession of the nation and be a representative 

of its highest ide Is and traditions. Lessir.g, as 

we have seen, was not definitely successful in his 

attempts. 

The achievement of Richard f'agner, on the 

other hand, is now being regarded as one of the 

greatest and most universal successes of which 

the German nation can boast since Luther. Wagner, 

Mthe late born child of Romanticism,” is representa¬ 

tive of the collectivistic atmosphere of the nineteenth 

century. Just as Romanticism had attempted to mix 

poetry and art, so ^agner attempts to combine all 

arts into a composite v.hole which will have as its 

foundation ”the eternally human” (das ewig Iftenechliche). 

Such an art v'ould be universally felt and would become . 

the property of the people. When Wagner began his 

great work, the German'people, who really form a nation, 

had no drama, no art of their own. What little 

culture there was in Germany the first decades of the 

nineteenth century was among the upper classes, where 

art was merely au instrument for politics and amuse¬ 

ment. Art had lost its higher aim - existence for 

the elevation of mankind 
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Wagner recognized in art the temporary redeemer 

of mankind from the miseries and limitations of life. 

The most expressive, the most universal art to him wrs 

the drama. His one wish v.a„ that this should become 

the heritage of the people, and he recognize> the world 

of myth and saga as the only suitable material for 

such a drama. The heroes of such a world test rep¬ 

resent the true and natural ideals and emotions of 

a nation, representing at the same time, " the eternally 

human” theme of life. In each individual, ther^ are 

certain primitive, elementary passions (love, hate, etc.,) 

which exist in all people. The myth not only ex¬ 

presses these, but also expresses those passions and 

ideals which are the most essential characteristics 

of a single people or nation. For this reason, Wagner 

chose the myth as the subject matter of his drama, and 

gave to the German people the thought that they did 

have a great national art. 

V'agner's idea of the manner in which this art 

should be given to the people - his own theory of the 

drama - is a novel revivrl of the *ncient dr-ma, which 

he conceived in a new form, making use of two thousand 

years^ of civilization between end permeating the whole 

with a most minute psychology by means of music. He 

wished to create a drama which would appeal to the 

human mind in all its branches - (reason, eye, ear) - 

a drama which would be a composite art where poetry 

and music, acting and decorative art, would each sid in 

the interpretation of a dramatic action of national 

interest. Hence he calls his drama "Das Gesamt- 

kun8twerk." (See "Oper und Drama," Book 3). 

V'agner ("Oper und Drama") Bhows that neither 

poetry nor music can give a world art alone. Words, 

music, and action produce different effects. 
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' ord art expre&ees thoughts snd anneals to the 

rationalistic, imaginative side of man. Its sphere 

is the mind, and it cannot show an action, hut merely 

narrates it and leaves the rest, to the mind. Action, 

on the other hand, must he shown ty mimic art, v’hich 

becomes a valuable aid to the interpretation of words. 

The eye and the mind, united, produce a greater and more 

comnlete impression; hut a third element, music, hich 

'anneals to the ear and expresses the world of feeling 

end passion, is necessary for an art to appeal to all 

branches of the human mind. A Gesamtkunstwerk, or 

union of these three arts, will best express life in 

its entirety. This union, however, is to be an organic 

whole in which each part must express just what it is 

by nature. All must be subordinated to one common 

aim, or higher common principle - the dramatic ides. 

The poetic •erse will thus be the center, while the 

singing of the text will be the uriting element of 

poetry and music. The connection between the music 

and the drams is greatly sided by certain guiding themes 

(leit-motifs), which, live the\pharacters and sentiments 

they represent, are subject to change and development. 

In the Vagnerian drama, the leit-motif becomes a conscious 

system of music where some characteristic nhraselj or tune 

represents each of the characters, as well as their 

thoughts, feelings and passions. The reappearance of a 

character or thought is alw-ys accompanied by its special 

leit-motif, which not only inücates the appearance of a 

people on the stage, but aids in the interpretation of 

those things which cannot lie expressed by wordsj for 

instance, the significance of Ü3 sa 1 s question, when the 

Frageverbot-motif is given by the orchestra. 3pecia3 

persons or scenes are t xus called to r.ind ty c n jrr-tin - 

music with particular hap enin-s. Thus, t.ie leit-notif 

p3ays, in t way, tt_e same rGle as the chorus of tne Greeks 

it become, a commentator of ha^jening^. frora the oint of 

« 
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view of the ideal spec ator. 

Greek art a pealed to ^'tagne^. In hi3 dram, 

he wished to make music an aid t_ the interpretation 

of word and fiction, as he L lieved it ’was in the antique 

dram, an not, *- s it was in the It 3 ian opera, an end in 

itse3.f. Under Ita3 ian influence, the music drama had 

cea.sed to he a genuine art. Vagner insisted tnât 

modern art -.as ree3iy not art because of its alienation 

from nature. As natu e becomes conscio s in man, and as 

art i3 the activity of thi3 conscious re resentation of 
t$«e femerba-ew H*?**-) 

natur^ cy man,* so the drama (art) must return to nature - 

as px-.re3.ed by the 'h-eeVg » to old forms, to the saga. 

Thus Vagner is lead to the saga, teca.use it is n 

expression of th- natura3, origin* i ideas of the eu_3e 

in simple, clear langua _*e where the thought is unhampered 

by convention. By his use of t. e ol îTorse and German 

saga s, ,/agner a ealed to tne nation and caused a revival 

of ferma nic antiquity. He differs from the older 

dramatists (Goetme, SchilD er, etc.,) in that he was 

the first o e who tried to ere- e a naticnr! art by 

combining Ge • i rie s~> y» s with the traits of modern 

Cnristian civilisation. The older drant had sou -ht to 

combine the elements of ancient and Christian art v/ith 

Germ n trait 3. 

The question arises as to what extent banner's 

subject matt r3 are nationaD (Germanic). The hero in 

"Der ’Hie rende Hollaender" (lb40 is Ditch and tne action 

takes place on the shores o ~ Norway. A3 though not 
b«Lonj< ■lo'tKe G’ei'm.a.TLic, cireLetOu-ttK-). \tfajnftrs 

purèly German, the subject matter of tne "Flying Dutchman" ^ 

second dra a, "Tannhaeuaer, " (3b4^f) is strict3y German, 

combining tne old Tannnaeuser saga of the I£idd3 e Ages 

with the Singer's contest at the \fertburg. 
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The story of T^nnhaeuser, the minstrel, leads us into 

the ancient Teutonic religion, where the Northern Goddess, 

Holda, 3.ater combined with Name Venus, living in the 

Hoerselberg in Thuringia, alluresAdetains her devotees in 

all the 3ensu.l pleasures of her world. This legend 

is connected with the contest on the Wartbwrg by Elizabeth, 

the winner's prize for which Tannhaeuser 

competes. The milieu is exclusively Germanic and shows 

the triumph of Christianity over Teutonic paganism. 

The scene of Lohengrin (1Ô48) is laid in Antwerp. Even 

though Henry the Fowler, King of Germany, and Saxon and 

Thuringian characters are present, the subject matter of 

the drama, is German only in a broader sense. 

duced in ,1865;, as well as "Parsifal* " ( 1882)^ has an 

international subject matter, which, however, is modeled 

in Germro fashion. The process is here different, for the 

original sagas were of Celtic origin, coming through the 

French to the Germans, who then gave them the final elab¬ 

oration in the Middle High German epic poetry. The "Mei- 

stersinger" (1867) iS strictly German, portraying sixteenth 

century German life, humor and character ,in Hans Sachs 

and the singers. The"Ring"y too (1876), preceding Parsifal 

(I882), is Germanic in the whole, for it goes back to 

the old Norse Edda. In these last two dramas, Wagner 

has created two essentially Germ© characters, Siegfried 

and Parsifal, who are praised for their vigor, gentleness, 

and courage. These two heroes are symbolic of the 

individualistic, energetic, active sJ ,‘ 

Vt+k religious significance, are best expressed, while 

in Hans Sachs, a very fine and healthy humor is always 

present. Thus W gner does not give a one-sided picture 

of life. He is considered not only the most German, 

but also the most universal of Germany's great artists. 

His next drama "Tristan und Isolde" (l859)> pro- 

(Siegfried) and of the meditative 
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Hi? subj ect matter isy without d ubt, Germric and 

he endow his characters with Germanic virtues, ^ut 

when we examine Vagner'^ diilosuphy, v/e wen 1er if cuch 

i3 representative o" tiie German nation, or if it coin¬ 

cides in any way with German temperament. As a 

philosopher, . r mser is ^n adherent of Schopenhaueand 

Feuerbach. Through the influence of the latter, 

Wanner' s vi *ws of life in trie first period o^ his 

productivityi,. were confined, but ii’ we.s Schopenha .er who 

enabled ,V&gner to understand his own mind as it <~rew 

maturer. The purely nunan side of Feuerbach, the 

anthropocentric conception of the universe, the imminency, 

lack of religious leanings (atheism), the hi^h evaluation 

of love, tne e^ual appreciation of thin;s sersu.l and 

things ideal (Tannleeu.-ei ), the Pantheistic, the, opt ini ^t ic 
o-uu-this Wfc^vieri A 

views expressing a hope for r tetter rearrangement olsot ic + y-A 

certain nBheistic .antheism is a point of contact in 

"euerbach, Vagner and Schopenliauer. Each placed a. 

high value u on art. The Feuerba chian theory of art 

was an intellectual one. ,/agner’s intellectual t eory 

(as in ^euerbach) gave w y to mysticism, ( as in Schop- 

enhauerflitter leading to a happy fueling for art. 

,Vagner regarded music as the temporary redeemer from 

the disgust cf the world independent3y of Schopenliauer, 

who gave to art a simi3.ar aim. But in spite of a3 3 

this, the ethical feature in the yagrieriand- Schopen¬ 

ha uer-jAhi3.o sophy is nen-Cnristian, non-German; for 

Germanic philosophy is self asserting, postive in 

genera], character (with sone discrepancy). Schop¬ 

enhauer's ethical demands are self-denying, negative 

(Mrvana ). This philosophy of se3.f dénia] is 

oriental (Buddhistic) rather than Germanic. The 

pantheistic eatures, however, (love of nature, plants, 

ani animals) are characteristic of the Serran B#xe, 

for the German is tne only race, besi tec the Hindu, 

tlia-t lias originated e pantheistic conception of life. 
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spiritual triumph are appealing. (Parsifal too). Hans 

Sachs ("Meistersinger") gives a nohle picture of the six¬ 

teenth century German life and adds healthy humor which is 

one of the most artistic, touches of the drama. He, like 

Siegfried, is strictly German, 

In "Parsifal" there is a decided combination 

between the Christian-German world and Orientalism, 

(Klingsohr etc.^). The flower girl episode was probably 

suggested by the Alexanderlied of the twelfth century. 

Prom the "Hollaender” to "Parsifal," there is a great de¬ 

velopment of Wagner’s genius, not only discernible in 

music and language, but also noticeable in the approach 

to Christianity and a higher moral sphere, which reaches 
* 

its climax in Parsifal." This drama differs from 

previous ones in that here it is man who redeems woman 

(Kundry), instead of being redeemed by her. Parsifal, 

by his compassion,not only redeems himself, but redeems 

others and lives on, becoming the creator of a new and 

better world. 

After all, it is hard to combine the ancient, 

German, and Christian world. The planting of Christian 

influences with German national traits was made possible 

by t he German Reformation, which revived religious pro¬ 

blems but postponed the scientific age, and hence the 

climax of the German age, two centuries, ^et, in Schiller, 

ftebbel, Kleist, we see scarcely any Christian philosophy. 

The same is also true of Shakespeare and Wagner. 

The influence of Shakespeare on Wagner is notice¬ 

able only in the depth of psychology, for Shakespeare 

taught W&gner adeeper psychology of details than 

could have been found in the ancients. 

In his conception of the high value of muiic, 

Whgner is a follower of the ancients. Mention has been 

made of the similiarity between the rôle of the Greek 

chorus and Wagner’s system of guiding themes. The 

theory of the leit-mdtif, however, vm not originated by 

Wagner. Mozart, Weber, Meyerbeer load already made use of 

such on a small scale. It was Vagner, however, whoi choos- 
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ing the best of the heritage of hie age, developed the 

tf clinique of t îe le it-not if to an undreamed-of perfec¬ 

tion \.hich be a influenced a3.1 exposers since hie age. 

His music is centralized, direct, individualistic and 1rs 

practically destroyed tne o3.d oper1* , 

Like the ancients, Vagner errhasiree the natural 

in his art. In the utter simp3 icity, direotnes.. and 

intersiveness or action, he is cum.-arahle to Jophuc3en. 

Thus, the 'fegnerian drama i„ a unique consummation of 

the ancient drama4. and lermnic antiquity, containing 

the best elements or the two greatest representatives 

cf the highe t clirv y of the v r3 d of idealism, the dram 

of “Shakespeare and of Sopho'Oes - a 13. stamped „ith the 

national ani universal genius of its creator. 

« 



CONCLUSION 

In summing up, we may say that Lessing, the 

first to attempt the creation of a new German drama, 

was not definitely successful. He "broke the yoke of 

intellectual tyranny, gave the death "blow to pseudo- 

classicism, awakened national consciousness, preached 

the common brotherhood of man and the relative value 

of all religions. As a liberator and constructive 

idealist he laid, ’’single handed the foundation of the 

modern German drama.M 

Though Lessing pointed to Shakespeare as a 

model, and shows Shakespearian influences, Eleist 

represents the closest approach to Shakespeare. He 

gave a new conception of the draina. Elementary pas¬ 

sion, lacking in Lessing, is carried to extremes in 

Eleist. He originated a drama of most enlivened ac¬ 

tion where character develops with the action., Thin £ 

essentially•new in the dramatic world, but is further 

developed by Hebbel, Eleist does not show ancient 

influences. He is Shakespearian through the medium of 

Romanticism, in his psycMs.Lo^s^.n and characterization 

We have seen that Lessing and Eleist produjseci 

works that are exclusively national. The strictly 

national traits in Hebbel are only implicitly in 

”Agnes Bernauer, ” and in the "Nibelungen.” BeblMKP s . 

drama is akin to the ancients. His drama, as we hâve 

seen, presents a new theory,, quite different, from 

Lessing’s or S chiller.’'s conception of tragedy. As & 

dramatist of milieu, Hebbel is a forerunner of the 

naturalistic drama 
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Schiller and Wagner, however, give the most 

masterful independent syntheses of the ancient crama 

and Shakespeare. Although Schiller’s subject matter 

is foreign, he is German 'in his connection with the 

idealism of 1800. Wagner represents not only German, 

but Teutonic traits. Ke is not only the most national 

of the German dramatists, "out is universal too. 

Besides the five German dramatists treated 

above, there are others who may be mentioned as popular 

and influential dramatists. Goethe, who in "Goetz1*, 

imitated Shakespeare, imitateu the ancients in later 

dramas ("Tasso',' "Iphigenie, "etc . „ ;. In "Goetz" and 

"î’aust", he gives the dramatization of an epic rather 

iian a drama. Goethe cannot be called tae founder of 

a nev/ form of drama, although his personality and what 

he has to say are most interestrnij. His careful 

avoidance, of ti e tragic weakflatôs his dramas. 

Grillparzer, however, ranks high as a dramatist. 

Ke is great, yet he has brought nothing new. Gerhart 

Hauptmann, on the other hand, has brought something new, 

yet lacks greatness. Hauptmann, is, however, recognized 

as Germany's greatest living poet and author of the 

znodern naturalistic, socialistic arama, which has been 

a force in Germany since 1885. His drama of milieu, 

of pro blematic social evils, which c.çal with the domain 

of the lowly, the ugly, tue morally ooj ectionabie and 

weak, is a new development, for such find no place in 
'The rta~u.frh 

the Olassic Brama. A-£h.e very opposite of the Classic 

art, which excluded the present,- and portrayed grea,t 

and beautiful ideals by means of great personalities. 

Modern literature is closely connected with actual life, 

and present day problems. When we compare present day 

tendencies with those of past centuries, we find that 
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the German drama has passed through several stages of 

development. 

Tii.is inquiry leads us to ask: has there been 

created a new national German drama? Classicism, 

Romanticism, Realism ana naturalism have opened new 

fielc.s to the derman dramatist, Foreign influence has 

contributed much, which has taken new form in its com- 
* 

bination with the subj ectivtty and individualism of the 

German tempe rament, biffèrent combinations of the 

Shakespearian and the ancient drama have resulted, Y/e 

have seen that Lessing's attempts to create a national 

German drama were tentative, Kleist represents the 

nearest approach to Shakespeare; Kebbel, the closest 

approach to the ancient drama, in^o vie » sided ne ss. " 

Schiller and Wagner have given the most successful and 

independent syntheses of the ancient drama and Shakes¬ 

peare. Such combinations with the German temperament 

have produced rich and diverse forms of-the drama. But 

after all, we can not say that there is any one national 

German drama. Tnere are however, c.ifferent types and 

no bel syntheses, which are truly national. 
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